CONFIDENCE

Confidence Syrah-Viognier
IGP Collines Rhodaniennes Red

2019

WINES FOR PLEASURE
Syrah-Viognier
13 months
4 years
14-16°C
75 cl
Aperitif dinner, grilled
meats

ITS ORIGIN

Confidence is a blend of two grape varieties : Syrah, whose plot situated in a place named
“Les Sables” on the edge of the “Chalon” River that stands upon surprisingly sandy soil ; and
Viognier, whose plot located on ancient low terraces of pebbles from the Isère in the town of
Châteauneuf-sur-Isère.

WINEMAKING

Concrete vats are used for winemaking for a period of 3 weeks and then the wine is matured
in oak barrels for 12 months, providing roundness and suppleness.

ITS CHARACTER

Deep ruby hue, Confidence is a fruity, intense wine that reveals an expressive nose of
raspberry. The palate gives fresh notes of violets. Slightly woody, this wine with a lovely
roudness, offers discret and soft tannins. Silky and well-balanced, its has a lovely aromatic
intensity.

PAIRING WITH FOOD

Confidence Syrah-Viognier is a wine for all all circumstances: at a buffet and drinks party for
food enthusiasts, for lovers of farmhouse cheese and regional cooked or preserved meats as
well for a barbecue with a crowd of meat and grilled vegetables.

CONFIDENCE

Confidence Syrah-Viognier
IGP Collines Rhodaniennes Red

2018

WINES FOR PLEASURE
Syrah-Viognier
13 months
4 years
14-16°C
75 cl
Aperitif dinner, grilled
meats

ITS ORIGIN

Confidence is a blend of two grape varieties : Syrah, whose plot situated in a place named
“Les Sables” on the edge of the “Chalon” River that stands upon surprisingly sandy soil ; and
Viognier, whose plot located on ancient low terraces of pebbles from the Isère in the town of
Châteauneuf-sur-Isère.

WINEMAKING

Concrete vats are used for winemaking for a period of 3 weeks and then the wine is matured
in oak barrels for 12 months, providing roundness and suppleness.

ITS CHARACTER

Deep ruby hue, Confidence is a fruity, intense wine that reveals an expressive nose of red
fruits (like cassis) and spices. The palate with a fresh and light attack shows soft and
discreet tannins. Silky and well-balanced, the acidity of this wine makes longer its lovely
aromatic intensity lenght.

PAIRING WITH FOOD

Confidence Syrah-Viognier is a wine for all all circumstances: at a buffet and drinks party for
food enthusiasts, for lovers of farmhouse cheese and regional cooked or preserved meats as
well for a barbecue with a crowd of meat and grilled vegetables.
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